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Abstract: The Online Social Network (ONS) or Social Media have become most popular platform for millions of users for their activities and at the same time it has become favorite place for cyber criminals for their illegal activities, generally known as social botnets, which uses different techniques to spread their information on social media like facebook, twitter, renren, linkedin etc. Several researchers have tried to detect several social botnets with different detection techniques. To avoid the detection, social botnets are now using advanced command & control (C&C) communication channels like hash tags, fraud click, friend requests, images, videos etc.

Image Steganography techniques are now widely being used to carry out attacks. In this paper, the primary discussion is related to effects of social media botnets along with the different techniques for botnet detection. It also, explores the use of machine learning mechanism, thereby detecting the intrusions in stego images. Thus, an effort has been made to localize the factors that have a major role in social intervention as a whole.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Primarily, the social networks are web-based services connecting millions of people across the globe which provides a platform so that people can interact and communicate with each other. People have social media accounts and use it to interact with each other and share their messages, pictures, videos, events. Because of its rapid growth, it is used for commercial, political and religious purposes also. The social network as a coin has two faces—one useful and other darker. But it has been a platform for various malicious users as well, like spreading of fake news, stealing confidential information, spamming, terrorist activities, phishing etc.

The biggest threat nowadays to social network is Botnet. This botnet in real sense is a network of negotiated PCs. Due to malicious code these computers are infected and are remotely controlled through common command and control channel or (C&C). This channel is called as botmaster. Not only can these botnets be constructed using existing popular applications such as HTTP or IRC but can also be created by using unknown or some creative kind of applications. That is why detecting botnets is a problem with challenges. They are being used for DDoS attacks, spamming, phishing attacks, malicious link spreading and other kinds of unlawful activities through social networks as their main medium.

One of the first IRC based bot discovered in 1993 [16,23] and an ONS based bot which was discovered on Aug, 3rd 2008 targeted social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter etc. They perform various activities which are malicious in nature like spamming, user information stealing, search hijacking etc. Similarly, another kind of bot called as Naz was indentified on twitter in 2009[1, 23] and Poney bot found in Dec, 2013 have extracted around 2 million plus passwords from social network sites like Facebook and Twitter [2, 23]. The main platform being used by these bots is social media and their detection is very important as they are responsible for various kinds of attacks like [5, 6], fake news and malicious information spreading [7, 8], stock market manipulations and intelligence collection [23, 24] etc.

There are several loopholes in the current detection methods. Because the technology keeps on getting sophisticated, botnets accordingly are also using new methods for the intrusion purpose so as to avoid the process of their detection. Because these bots are using various new ways like fraud clicks, hash tags, friend requests and steganography etc. One can say that the detection of these botnets is very challenging. The detection process of these social botnets is exponentially increasing and is continuously evolving so as to evade the latest detection mechanisms.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Currently, we are in an era where one can’t imagine social interaction without Online Social Networks (OSN) as billions of people have social media accounts to interact with each other or to gather or spread information at any time. Also, one can create social content and share their pictures, videos and events and these features render them not only for private use but also for commercial, political and religious purposes as well. As has been mentioned earlier thee social botnets pose the biggest threat to ONS sites. Cyber criminals utilize social botnets to accumulate intelligence, extend influence and harmful information.

Currently, there are numerous kinds of bot attacks like hash tag hijacking, where the motive is to target some groups or organizations by recognizing some specific hash tags. Here, bots keep on spreading spams, attaching some abusive and unrelated links, discuss totally unrelated stuff that appears in group and feeds with a focus to attack that very group [24].

Now a days, attack on hash tag based tweets is also happening, so as to seek attentions, posting abusive and malicious content through trending hash tags. To detect this hash tag hijacking process, in one of the study a tool called HashJacker is proposed which detect and analyze hijacking of these hash tag tweets [26].
It performs a dictionary based analysis for all the tweets of a specific hash tag. Any tweet containing the more dictionary based matching words is usually considered as the relevant tweet. If this hash tag is being discussed on social media it clearly follows a general trend. Any such tweet following a trend or being synchronous with other like tweets of a specific hashtag is considered to be as non-hijacked tweet [26]. If the tweet is irrelevant then it has a good probability that it is a malicious because it is not following the trend of a specific hash tag. With around 20-30 hash tags training of the tool has been done. It gives a dictionary for the corresponding groups of specific hash tags. The output is based on high and low score tweets for a particular hash tag with high implying relevant and trending tweet with respect to specific hash tag and low implying a misleading one which of course uses a hash tag just for the sake of gaining attention [15].

Re-tweet Storm: Here, a tweet is instantaneously re-tweeted by several thousands of erstwhile bot based accounts; hence it is referred as re-tweet storm. It results in flagging or banning of original account, but the reposts & re-tweets are usually not getting deleted [24]. Parent or original account is usually known as the martyr bot, because it kind of sacrifices itself as it to spread the malicious bots [24].

In order to detect such Re-tweet Storms in a study, scrutiny of Twitter users allocating of official New York Storm Response Messages” uses inclusion based criteria [25]. They include every event tweets that:

(a) were actually pushed in the week surrounding some event by some selected accounts.

(b) contain few specific keywords [23, 25].

HTTP was the main C&C channel used by social bots in the early stages. To bypass firewall security HTTP based bots, attempt to hijack the communication channel. But these HTTP based botnets are still suffering from centralized issue. So it is very much possible that this centralized issue can be exploited in detection process [9]. Now the communication approach has been shifted to the advanced ones like on hash tags, encrypted text, friend requests, fraud clicks, videos, audio and so on due to various types of detection methods.

Now a days, images are frequently used in social networking websites; image based steganography methods are being used to encrypt the commands and other information inside an image, as a secure C & C based channel for communication on social networking sites [23]. Image steganography is a technique in which information is hidden or encrypted in images. The original image is known as cover image and new one is known as stego image.

Different techniques of image steganography are like detection of Straight Line Pixels (SLPs) used in Least and Significant Bit (LSB) method, Huffman coding technique, pixel value based differencing technique etc. For encryption purposes different encryption algorithms like DES, RSA etc are there for use. A lot of work has been done in this area to detect different social botnets. But there are certain open areas for social botnets, like image steganography, where focus is required. In this study apart from reviewing and analyzing various bot detection techniques, we are also proposing the use of machine learning based techniques to detect the stego images on several social media.

III. RELATED WORK AND LITERATURE SURVEY

As mentioned above, botnet, a network of computers which have been compromised as they are infected because of malicious kind code. They are controlled remotely under the supervision of common command with control (C&C) kind of channel by a Botmaster. Usually cyber criminals use social network as main platform for the malicious activities in the form of these social botnets and carry out the attacks like click fraud, DDoS, phishing and spamming. Apart from hash tag hijacking and Re-tweet Strom other types of botnet attacks are:

Spray and Pray: In this technique, the bots keep on posting links with a hope to get some clicks with each link. Programmatically text based posts generated by these bots is the main strength here so they are difficult to get detected by service radar of social network [24].

Click/Like Farming: For inflating follower’s social bots are ideal, a marketing strategy designed to make a conversation or page look more popular. Various approaches have been proposed by researchers in order to analyze and detect them like in a study based on botnet detection with event-driven analysis” the event-driven based log analysis and the software system enables detection of infection due to botnet on the user’s system [19, 23, 24].

Also in one of the study in relation to bot, it is used to determine main features and also, to improve the detection process of social bots C & C mechanism. The detection mechanisms used are server side and host side. From the server side point of view, it has been concluded that bot master textually encodes their commands, if social network has been used as C & C channel to determine, whether it is a suspicious message or not, differentiate between plain vs. encoded texts etc [23]. But an argument can be made here that these assumptions are not enough to cover majority of the scenarios. Firstly, it is not mandatory that text as means of encryption will be used by bots always; they may use steganography method [23]. Secondly, having number of textual encryption methods available these bots can create their own encryption ways, hence making it impossible for the server-side detection. However, in the host-side detection, three features of bots can be used: suspicious network traffic, self kind of concealment, and unreliable source in order to detect dubious bots [23]. As bots are being used by multiple processes, the assumption here is that a bot can do one process only in the host is not true always [14, 23].
IV. RESULTS

As a result, botnets have emerged as a budding threat, which is rising continuously in tandem with the increasing dependence on online services of the users. With the advent of advanced technologies based software’s which are working in line with hardware resources, i.e. technology based on Internet-of-Things; botnets have now become attack within themselves, along with futuristic prospects. Thus, this study presents the effect of botnets on social media.

V. CONCLUSION

Social media botnets are a threat to the society and need to be tackled in a strategic manner. Thus effort has been made to identify different sets of techniques for handling the botnets and the different OSN sites having image datasets has been analyzed to find out whether those images are real images or stego images, by using different machine learning methods. With this approach images will be checked and stego images will be detected. By detecting the stego images on social networks we can stop the communication channels of social bots. As stegano images are used for various malicious activities on OSNs, by detecting them we can stop large amount of such activities.
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